NEWSCAST -

MORNING-LARGER MARKETS 1-49

*Murder & Mayhem in Phoenix*
ABC15
Destaney Sperry
David Rodriguez
Brittany Hoffman
Tyson Milanovich
Danell Gallardo
Rudy Rivas

NEWSCAST - DAYTIME OR EVENING - LARGER MARKETS 1-49

2 News At 10 – Officer
*Barney Memorial*
KUTV
Lee Eldridge
Kristi Henderson
Erik Bullard
Brittany Tait

AND

Evening Newscast
GENERAL ASSIGNMENT REPORT

Mom's Cafe
KSL-5
John Wilson
Alex Cabrero
AND

Venciendo Caminos
Univision Arizona
Octavio Pulido

BREAKING NEWS

Caos Y Arrestos En Mitin De Donald Trump
Telemundo Arizona
Jose Campos
Arturo Trujillo
Steve Ruiz
Maritza Lizeth Gallego Félix
Noe Gonzalez
Josue Kevin Duran
Andrea Ospina
Antonia Mejia
Freeway Shooter
Arrested:
"We Got Him"
ABC15
Alison Green Kelly
Luis Anaya
Steve Irvin
Jon Erickson
Nohelani
Graf
William Miley

AND

Independence High School Shooting
ABC15
Nick Ciletti

SPOT NEWS

Kailey Vigil Homicide
KSL-5
Morgan Wilkins
Dave McCann
Nadine Wimmer
Mike Anderson

TEAM COVERAGE

Hilldale Flooding
KSL-5
Matthew Hugie
Keira Farrimond
Morgan Wilkins
Mike Headrick
Mike Anderson
Ashley Kewish

AND

Remembering Officer Barney
KUTV
Patrick Fitzgibbon
Meghan Thackrey
Steven Crass
Jeremy Harris
Marcie Young Cancio
Amy Nay

CONTINUING COVERAGE

Legado Final
Univision Arizona
Octavio Pulido

AND
Officer Barney Death
KSL-5
Angelique Reed
Keith McCord
Ashley Kewish
Nicole Vowell
Keira Farrimond
Katherine Thornburgh

INVESTIGATIVE REPORT

Abusing the Truth
ABC15
Dave Biscobing
Shawn Martin

AND

Committed to Secrecy
ABC15
David Biscobing

FEATURE NEWS REPORT - LIGHT FEATURE OR LIGHT SERIES
Clown Motel
KSAZ Fox10 Phoenix
Andrew Hasbun

FEATURE NEWS REPORT - SERIOUS FEATURE OR SERIOUS SERIES

El Primer Tunel Del Chapo
Telemundo Arizona
Ruben Pereida
Roberto Duarte
Juan Robles

AND

Inside A Fatal Police Shooting Before - During - After
CBS5 KPHO
Donna Rossi

AND

Lake Mead B29
KSAZ Fox10 Phoenix
Troy Hayden
Corey Goodwin
ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT - NEWS
SINGLE STORY/SERIES/FEATURE

Heart Strings
KSAZ Fox10 Phoenix
Eric Corrales
Ty Brennan

AND

Unidad Canina K9
Telemundo
Arizona Roberto
Duarte

ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT - PROGRAM FEATURE-SEGMENT

Verve: Thierry Fischer
KUED Productions
Nancy Green
Paige Sparks
Carol Dalrymple
Nick Vincent

ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT - PROGRAM/SPECIAL
National Park Symphony -

The Mighty Five
KUED Productions
Carol Dalrymple
Jeff Elstad

AND

Studio C "Season 6 Episode 3"
BYU Broadcasting
Derek Marquis
Scott Swofford
Jared Shores
Diane Mayne
Matthew Meese
Terri Pappas

BUSINESS/CONSUMER – NEWS SINGLE
STORY/SERIES/FEATURE/PROGRAM FEATURE/SEGMENT

Atrapado En La Deuda
Univision Arizona
Liliana Soto

AND
Insurance Misdeeds
KRQE
Larry Barker
Mark Corey
Ron Romero

AND

Marihuana: Placer Lucrativo
Univision Arizona
Clara Colmenero

CRIME - NEWS SINGLE STORY/NEWS FEATURE/PROGRAM FEATURE

Jane Doe 19: El
Misterio De Una Victima Sin Nombre
Telemundo Arizona
Julio Cisneros
Josue Kevin Duran
Roberto Duarte

AND

The Detective
Arizona Public Media/KUAT
Gisela Telis
Steve Riggs
AND

Why’d You Steal My Bike?
KSL-5
Mike Headrick
Tania Mashburn
Darren Bailey

EDUCATION/SCHOOLS - NEWS
SINGLE
STORY/SERIES/FEATURE

Driver Deficit
KSL-5
Nicole Vowell

AND

Ron and Matthew
KSL-5
John Wilson
Sandra Yi
Brandon Whitworth

EDUCATION/SCHOOLS - PROGRAM
FEATURE/SEGMENT/PROGRAM
SPECIAL

Teen Chef Masters - Ep. 109
ENVIRONMENT - NEWS SINGLE STORY/SERIES/FEATURE

*Colorado River’s Retreat Begins in the Rocky Mountains*

The Arizona Republic
David Wallace

ENVIRONMENT - PROGRAM FEATURE/SEGMENT

*Protecting the Landscape You Love*

Jim David Photography
Jim David

ENVIRONMENT – PROGRAM SPECIAL

*Arizona Wildlife Views - 2016 Show 1*

Arizona Game and Fish David Majure
Ben Avechuco
AND

Protecting the Source: The Collaborative Road to Restoring Arizona's Forests
Salt River Project
Ron Harrison

HISTORIC/CULTURAL-NEWS SINGLE STORY/SERIES/FEATURE

Gerewol Festival: The World's Strangest Beauty Contest for Men
Univision Arizona
Daniela Zavala

AND

VMSA Legacy
KSL-5
John Wilson

HISTORIC/CULTURAL - PROGRAM FEATURE/SEGMENT/PROGRAM SPECIAL

American Ride "Sage of the Age: Dr. Benjamin Franklin"
BYU Broadcasting
Derek Marquis
Scott Swofford
Jeff Miller
Stan Ellsworth
Terri Pappas
Kimberly Redmon

AND

New Mexico
Masterpieces:
Pueblo Bonito
New Mexico PBS
Tara Walch
Michael Kamins

HUMAN INTEREST - NEWS SINGLE
STORY/SERIES/FEATURE

Contra La Adversidad
Univision Arizona
Clara Colmenero

AND

Kisses For Kycie
KSL-5
Brandon Whitworth
Nadine Wimmer
Keira Farrimond
AND

Walking on Arizona's Rooftop
KTVK / KPHO
Jason Volentine
Sean Estes

HUMAN INTEREST - PROGRAM
FEATURE/SEGMENT

Robert Barber
Arizona Public Media/KUAT
Andrew Brown
Sandra Westdahl

AND

StoryCorps Listens to Tucson
Arizona Public Media/KUAT
Mark McLemore
Sandra Westdahl

HUMAN INTEREST - PROGRAM/SPECIAL

Now We Have 20
KSL-5
Angie Denison
Eric Betts
Nadine Wimmer
Kenneth Fall
Lindsay Karren

MILITARY - NEWS SINGLE STORY/SERIES/FEATURE

Colonel Jack
KSL-5
Ray Boone

AND

F35 Amo De Los Aires
Telemundo Arizona
Ruben Pereida
Roberto Duarte

AND

Heroes on Helmets
KUTV
Dan Rascon

MILITARY - PROGRAM FEATURE/SEGMENT OR PROGRAM/SPECIAL

Faith on the Front Lines
KSL-5
Keri Wilcox
Eric Betts
Eric Shearer
Doug Wright

AND

Salute to Service at Arizona State University 2015
Arizona State University Enterprise Marketing Hub
James Daniels

POLITICS/GOVERNMENT-NEWS
SINGLE STORY/FEATURE

No Parking: The Sequel
KSL-5
Mike Headrick
Eric Betts
Kenneth Fall

AND

Sandoval County Vanishing Act
KRQE
Larry Barker
Mark Corey
Ron Romero

POLITICS/GOVERNMENT -
PROGRAM FEATURE/SEGMENT/PROGRAM SPECIAL

Arizona Primary Disaster
KPNX 12 News
Mark Faccio

AND

Arizona Wildlife Views - 2016 Show 2
Arizona Game and Fish
Carol Lynde
David Majure
Ben Avechuco

RELIGION - NEWS SINGLE
STORY/SERIES/FEATURE

Coexistir, Unidos Somos Mejores
Telemundo Arizona
Ruben Pereida
Roberto Duarte

AND

Mandated Court Religion
KRQE
Kim Holland
Matthew Romo

AND

Santuario Wood Chips
KOAT Action 7 News
Royale Da
Jacob Wiklund

RELIGION - PROGRAM FEATURE/SEGMENT/PROGRAM SPECIAL

Enfoque Arizona
Visita Papal Edicion Especial
Telemundo Arizona
Daniel Aguirre
Steve Ruiz
Maritza Lizeth Gallego Félix
Arturo Trujillo
Juan Robles
Magali Rivera

AND

The Story Trek - Who Is My Brother?
BYU Broadcasting
Todd Hansen
Darren Bailey
Troy Slade
SOCIETAL CONCERNS - NEWS SINGLE STORY/SERIES/FEATURE

Distracted Truckers
KSL-5
Tania Mashburn

AND

El Infierno De
Brian: Violado Y Humillado
Telemundo Arizona
Julio Cisneros
Josue Kevin Duran

AND

The Politics of Public Safety
KTVK 3TV
Heather Moore
Serjio Hernandez

AND

Why’d You Steal My Stuff?
KSL-5
Mike Headrick
Tania Mashburn
Darren Bailey
Kenneth Fall

SOCIAL ENTERPRISE – PROGRAM FEATURE/SEGMENT/PROGRAM SPECIAL

Donnie
The Tucson Weekly
Anna
Augustowska

SOCIAL ENTERPRISE REPORT – NEWS SINGLE STORY/ SERIES/FEATURE

El Costo De La Belleza
Univision Arizona
Heidi Renpenning
Misael Gonzalez

AND

Junk in the Trunk
KSL-5
Mike Headrick
Kenneth Fall
Tania Mashburn
Eric Betts
AND
La Bodega Del Vicio
Telemundo Arizona
Ruben Pereida
Roberto Duarte

SPORTS - NEWS SINGLE STORY

Requiem for a Bird
Fox Sports Arizona
Josh Kelman
Jon Luke Thomas

AND

The Gift
KSL-5
Mike Headrick

SPORTS – PROGRAM FEATURE/SEGMENT/DAILY OR WEEKLY PROGRAM

Arizona Cardinals Zoom
Arizona Cardinals Broadcast Network
Jonathan Hayward
SPORTS - ONE-TIME SPECIAL

Cardinals Season in Focus -

The Greenbrier
Arizona Cardinals Broadcast Network
Richard Mendez
Tim DeLaney
Jonathan Hayward
Paul Calvisi
Daniel Nettles

SPORTING EVENT/GAME - LIVE/UNEDITED

Diamondbacks Baseball -
The Art of Catching
Fox Sports Arizona
Bill Cochran
Mitch Riggin
Bob Brenly
Steve Berthiaume
TECHNOLOGY - NEWS SINGLE STORY/NEWS FEATURE/PROGRAM FEATURE/SEGMENT

Crionica: Tecnologia De Resucitacion
Telemundo Arizona
Julio Cisneros
Jose A. Castillo

AND

The New Mexico Giga-Flop
KRQE
Larry Barker
Mark Corey
Ron Romero

TEEN (13 AND UP) - NEWS SINGLE STORY/SERIES/FEATURE

How One High School Girl is Making Arizona Football History
The Arizona Republic
Pat Shannahan

AND

In the Zone
The Arizona Republic
Pat Shannahan

AND

Madre A Los 15
Univision Arizona
Liliana Soto

TEEN (13 AND UP) - PROGRAM FEATURE/SEGMENT/PROGRAM SPECIAL

Studio C  "Season 6
Episode 7"
BYU Broadcasting
Derek Marquis
Scott Swofford
Jared Shores
Matthew Meese
Diane Mayne
Terri Pappas

AND

Teen Chef Masters - Ep. 106
REEL People Productions
Katy Sine
Jami Larson
Nathan D. Lee

WEATHER - NEWS WEATHERCAST

Enter the Monsoon
KPNX 12 News
Christy Bricks

WEATHER - PROGRAM/SPECIAL

El Niño Amenaza Latente
Telemundo Arizona
Andrea Ospina
Roberto Duarte
Henry Golac
Noe Gonzalez
Priscilla Torres
Patricio Gray
Rafael Gonzalez
Alfonso Villar

AND

MonsoonWatch 360
KTVK 3TV
Todd Martin
April Warnecke
Kimberly Quintero
Royal Norman
Mike Olbinski
Jaime Cerreta

DOCUMENTARY - CULTURAL

Finding Home: Utah's Refugee Story
KUED Productions
Paige Sparks

DOCUMENTARY - HISTORICAL

Unspoken: America's Native American Boarding Schools
KUED Productions
John Howe
Jeff Elstad

AND

Joan of Arc
BYU Broadcasting
Derek Marquis
Scott Swofford
Russ Holt
Adam Abel
Terri Pappas
Jared Shores

DOCUMENTARY - TOPICAL
El Cartel De
Sinaloa: Decadas De Poder
En Arizona
Telemundo Arizona
Ruben Pereida
Roberto Duarte

AND

Sunderella Suns
Phoenix Suns Broadcasting
Tom Leander
Tommy Arguelles

INFORMATIONAL/INSTRUCTIONAL

Motion-Isaac Newton's First Law
FlipSwitch
Mike Brown

AND

Utah's Sanctuary: Great Salt Lake
BYU Broadcasting
Rob Sibley
Derek Marquis
Scott Swofford
Diena Simmons
Sondra Latham
Marden Pond
**INTERVIEW/DISCUSSION - FEATURE/SEGMENT**

*Headrick. Fallon. The Interview.*
KSL-5
Mike Headrick

**INTERVIEW/DISCUSSION - PROGRAM/SPECIAL OR SERIES**

*Story Trek "The Last Frontier"*
BYU Broadcasting
Derek Marquis
Scott Swofford
Todd Hansen
Terri Pappa
Troy Slade
Jared Shores

**MAGAZINE PROGRAM - FEATURE/SEGMENT**

*Remembering Mukhi Singh*
Arizona Public Media/KUAT
Mitchell Riley
Sandra Westdahl
MAGAZINE PROGRAM - PROGRAM/SPECIAL

New Mexico True Television: New Mexico Traditions
CliffDweller Digital
Melinda Frame
Michael Newman
James Blackburn

PUBLIC/CURRENT/COMMUNITY AFFAIRS – FEATURE/SEGMENT/PROGRAM SPECIAL/SERIES

Everyone's Business: Protecting Our Children
Christopher Productions
Chris Schueler

AND

PREGNANT Preventing Teen Pregnancy Christopher Productions
Chris Schueler

SPECIAL EVENT COVERAGE (OTHER THAN NEWS OR SPORTS)
LIVE OR EDITED

Arizona Illustrated Presents...Behind the Scenes at Antiques Roadshow in Tucson
Arizona Public Media/KUAT
John Booth
Andrew Brown
Gisela Telis
Nathan Huffman
AND

Christmas Under the Stars
BYU Broadcasting
Derek Marquis
Scott Swofford
Sam Cardon
Terri Pappas
Micah Merrill
Jared Shores

INTERSTITIAL

Beehive Stories: Davis County
KBYU Eleven and Brigham Young University
Brad Barber
Kelyn Ikegami
Ryan Cotten
COMMUNITY/PUBLIC SERVICE (PSAS) SINGLE SPOT OR CAMPAIGN

*Hit the Trail*
City of Las Cruces Television - CLCTV
Adrian Guzman
Jennifer Martinez

AND

**SRP FOR**
**EDU  Arete Prep Academy**
Salt River Project
Genaro Delgadillo

PROMOTION NEWS PROMO - SINGLE SPOT/IMAGE

*Minuto Canada*
*FIFA Women's World Cup Promo*
Telemundo Arizona
Priscilla Torres

AND

*The Arizona Republic Turns 125*
The Arizona Republic
Pat Shannahan
PROMOTION NEWS PROMO - SINGLE SPOT/SAME DAY

*Narco Tumbas*
Univision Arizona
Genaro Perez

PROMOTION NEWS PROMO - CAMPAIGN

*2015 Balloon Fiesta Campaign*
KOAT Action 7 News
Deilia Williams

AND

*Ovni Promos*
Univision Arizona
Roberto Aldrete

PROMOTION PROGRAM - SINGLE SPOT/IMAGE

*American Ride: "Pilgrim's Journey"*
BYU Broadcasting
Clint Bishop
Courtney Russell
Brian Berthold
Gabriel Casdorph
Luke McLean
AND

*Look Inside*
Northern Arizona University
Jerry Anderfuren
Alexander Thomas

**PROMOTION: PROGRAM - CAMPAIGN**

*BYU Basketball on BYUtv*
BYU Broadcasting
Clint Bishop
Courtney
Russell Brian Berthold
Adam Forbes
Luke McLean
Chris Smith

AND

*It All Starts Here*
FOX Sports Arizona
Al Porteous

**PROMOTION: PROGRAM - SPORTS**
BYUtv
Sports
"Blue Runs Deep" Campaign
BYU Broadcasting
  Clint Bishop
  Courtney Russell
  Brian Berthold
  Casey Wilson
  Adam Forbes
  Luke McLean

COMMERCIAL - SINGLE SPOT

ASU Innovation
  Flock of Pixels
  Justin Katz
  Stephanie Sparer

AND

The Secret
  R&R Partners
  Mark Naparstek
  Ken Phox

COMMERCIAL - CAMPAIGN

Find Your New Favorite Movie
  Skygate Pictures
    Bob Dolan
    Ray Garcia De Leon
Leigh Ann Dolan

OVERALL EXCELLENCE

BYUt\textit{v Overall Excellence}
BYU Broadcasting
Derek Marquis

AND

\textit{KSL Overall Excellence}
KSL-5
Tanya Vea

AND

\textit{Véndame Tu Sueño}
Univision Arizona
Roberto Yañez

JOURNALISTIC ENTERPRISE

\textit{Headrick}
KSL-5
Mike Headrick

AND

\textit{Ruben Pereida}
Telemundo Arizona
Ruben Pereida

AUDIO - LIVE OR POST PRODUCTION

National Park Symphony -

The Mighty Five
KUED Productions
William Gordon
William Montoya
Kevin Sweet
John Newton
Dirk Sobotka

AND

Teen Chef Masters
REEL People Productions
Nathan D. Lee

CRAFT SPECIALTY MUSICAL COMPOSITION/ARRANGEMENT

National Park Symphony -

The Mighty Five
KUED Productions
Thierry Fischer
Carol Dalrymple

DIRECTOR - LIVE OR
RECORDED LIVE

Live Director
Cox Media
Peter Gordon

DIRECTOR – NON-LIVE
(POST PRODUCED)

A Triumph for Pronghorn Antelope
Arizona Game and Fish
David Majure

AND

Taco Time 2016 –
Ghost Pepper Shrimp Burrito
Union Digital Productions
Kyle Bartlett
Gabriel Naylor

AND

MINE
Park City Television
Nick Dixon

DIRECTOR - SHORT FORM (PROMOS, PSAS, COMMERCIALS, OPENS, ETC.)

ERAU CSI
True Story Films
Cary Truelick

AND

Motion-Isaac Newton's First Law
FlipSwitch
Adam Denning

AND

Phoenix Suns Team Intro
True Story Films
Cary Truelick

EDITOR - PROGRAM (NON-NEWS)

A Sequence Worth Saving - Hayward Editing Composite
Arizona Cardinals Broadcast Network
Jonathan Hayward
AND

El Niño Amenaza Latente
Telemundo Arizona
Roberto Duarte
Henry Golac

AND

National Park Symphony -
The Mighty Five
KUED Productions
Carol Dalrymple
Jeff Elstad

EDITOR - SHORT FORM (PROMOS, PSA'S, COMMERCIALS, OPENS, ETC.)

A Cut Above
KTVK / KPHO
Ryan O'Connell

AND

Love / Hate - Thank You Kobe
Utah Jazz Productions
Paul Garrett

EDITOR - NEWS - WITHIN 24 HOURS
John Wilson Deadline Editing
KSL-5
John Wilson

EDITOR - NEWS - NO TIME LIMIT

News Editing Composite
KOLD-TV
Paul Durrant

GRAPHIC ARTS - GRAPHICS/ANIMATION

Motion-Isaac Newton's First Law
FlipSwitch
Adam Denning
Alex Benson
Justin Humbert

GRAPHIC ARTS - ART DIRECTION

Motion-Isaac Newton's First Law
FlipSwitch
Adam Denning

LIGHTING - LOCATION OR STUDIO
Check, Please! Arizona Compilation
   Arizona PBS
   Scot Olson

   AND

Teen Chef Masters
   REEL People Productions
   Nathan D. Lee

NEWS PRODUCER

El Chapo Escapes First Reports --
   Fuga Del Chapo
   Telemundo Arizona
   Johnny Cordoba

   AND

Michelle Produces It
   KUTV
   Michelle Poe

   AND

Monsoon Madness, Freeway Fears and Chasing Chaos
   ABC15
   Luke
   Garrison
LIVE SPORTS PRODUCER

No Second Chances - Adlhoch 2016
Phoenix Suns Broadcasting
Bob Adlhoch

TALENT ANCHOR - NEWS

Presentadora De Noticias
Univision Arizona
Heidi Renpenning

AND

Stephanie Hockridge
ABC15
Stephanie Hockridge

AND

Troy Hayden  KSAZ
Fox10 Phoenix Troy
Hayden

TALENT ANCHOR - WEATHER
Chief Meteorologist Amber Sullins
ABC15
Amber Sullins
AND

Meteorologist Henry 
Golac Weather Composite
Telemundo Arizona
Henry Golac

TALENT ANCHORS - SPORTS

The Best of Todd Walsh
Fox Sports Arizona
Todd Walsh

TALENT SPORTS - SPORTS REPORTER

Orlando Sanchez Sports Reporter
KOAT Action 7 News
Orlando Sanchez

TALENT PERFORMER/NARRATOR

Brian Corsetti
THE LIST -
SCRIPPS Brian
Corsetti
TALENT PROGRAM
HOST/MODERATOR

Jennifer Martinez - We Are PIO
City of Las Cruces Television - CLCTV

Jennifer Martinez

AND

Tara Hitchcock: Behind the Screens
Table 33 Productions
Tara Hitchcock

TALENT REPORTER - CONSUMER

The Consumer
KSL-5
Mike Headrick

TALENT REPORTER - GENERAL ASSIGNMENT OR LIVE

Alex's Adventures
KSL-5
Alex Cabrero

AND

Ruben Pereida
Telemundo Arizona
Ruben Pereida
TALENT REPORTER - INVESTIGATIVE

Autoridades Violan Derechos Humanos De Inmigrantes En Su Paso Por México
Telemundo Arizona
Rebeka Smyth-Diaz
Jose Luis Palomino

AND

Dave Biscobing Investigates
ABC15
David Biscobing

AND

The Investigator
KSL-5
Mike Headrick
TALENT - TRAFFIC

Krystle Henderson
KPNX 12
News

PHOTOGRAPHER – PROGRAM (NON-NEWS)

CloudStreet: Soaring the American West
Soaring the West
Matthew Murray
Mike Abernathy

AND

National Park Symphony -

The Mighty Five
KUED Productions
Nick Vincent
Gary Turnier
John Howe

PHOTOGRAPHER - SHORT FORM
(PROMOS, PSA'S, COMMERCIALS, OPENS, ETC)
Adrian Guzman - CLCTV
City of Las Cruces Television - CLCTV
Adrian Guzman
AND

Protecting the Landscape You Love
Jim David Photography
Jim David

PHOTOGRAPHER NEWS - NO TIME LIMIT

El Cartel De Sinaloa: Decades De Poder
En Arizona
Telemundo Arizona
Roberto Duarte
Ruben Pereida

AND

John Wilson Videography
KSL-5
John Wilson

VIDEO JOURNALIST

Bats and Burned Forests
Arizona Game and Fish
David Majure

AND

Pete the Punisher
KTVK / KPHO
Sean Estes

AND

The Other Face of Sudan
Univision Arizona
Daniela Zavala

WRITER - SHORT FORM (PROMOS, PSA'S, COMMERCIALS, OPENS, ETC)

Motion-Isaac Newton's First Law
FlipSwitch
Adam Denning
Nathan McNurlen

WRITER - PROGRAM (NON-NEWS)

Unspoken: America's Native American Boarding Schools
KUED Productions
John Howe
AND

*El Niño Amenaza Latente*
Telemundo Arizona
Henry Golac

AND

*Requiem for a Bird*
Fox Sports Arizona
Josh Kelman

**WRITER NEWS**

*Looked Good On Paper IV*
KSL-5
Mike Headrick